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Welcome to the thirteenth 
PASS Newsletter. Please send
contributions or comments for future
issues to: d.m.andrews@qmul.ac.uk.
The next newsletter will be in the
second semester.  Back copies can
be found on the PASS webpage:
http://www.qmul.ac.uk/undergraduat
e/schools/educationliaison/wp/pass/
index.html  

All contributors receive a PASS
mug…

Welcome

In this issue:

One hundred and three new mentors
attended training sessions at the start of
this academic year.  As always, they are
volunteers, giving up their own time to
help students in their own school or
department and to enhance their own
personal development. The student who
asked for bigger dinner plates so he

would not look greedy for having seconds
should be assured that he is in fact seen
as public-spirited for avoiding waste. 

New and continuing mentors should look
out for information on 'Speed Mentoring'
(5 December) and the PASS certificate
event (19 March).

Spreading the
word about
PASS – three
fairs
PASS student
organisers set up at
three fairs during
Induction to spread
the word about the
scheme
At Whitechapel
Dentistry PASS student
organisers Meena Kumar and
Nikki Georgiadou (pictured left),
were pleased with the success of
their PASS stand at the BLSA
Freshers’ Fair:

We were able to spread the word
to a lot of first-year dentists! The
second-year mentors were very
helpful and sent loads of
students our way.
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Student organisers Kavinda Edirisinghe, Nabil
Ishtiaq (Electronic Engineering) and Marie
Cruz (Computer Science), pictured above,
staffed a PASS stand at Queen Mary Careers’
Experience Works on the evening of 2
October.  Marie commented:

At ‘Experience Works’

English PASS joint student organiser, Lauren
Blackburne-Tinker, helped by Saarah
Ebrahim, SBCS joint student organiser,
organised a PASS presence at the Student
Support Fair.  On the multi-disciplinary
staffing rota were also Nasira Ahmed (SBCS),
Henna Akram (SEF), Todun Akinremi
(SEMS), Tanjina Ali (Maths), Jon Cheyne
(Physics), Khadhija Khanom (Maths) and
Kate Nevin (SLLF).  Lauren writes:

The Student Support Fair on 21 September
was a fantastic opportunity to display a joint
front for PASS at Queen Mary. The vast range
of departments that got involved was very
reassuring – it is nice to be working with
people so willing to contribute their time.  

After having first plumped for appearing at
the Mile End Freshers’ Fair, we were advised
that the Student Support Fair would serve

our needs better and I hope it did. In the
morning when I was on the stall there was a
fair amount of interest, especially in
comparison to the other stalls on show. 

We got a fair few names to email directly
about PASS, but regardless of whether these
students decide to come to sessions or not, I
think we went a long way towards raising
awareness for PASS, not just among first
year- students, but among the general
student population itself. 

It is equally important that the employees of
the university know where they can direct
students in need of the kind of help we can
give them. 

One of the other things I found is that it
wasn’t just first-year students who were
looking for academic support from their

peers. It was also second-year, third-year and
even postgraduate students who were hoping
to bounce off ideas amongst their fellow
Queen Mary students. Perhaps this is
something departments could consider in the
future, and widen the scheme beyond the
first-year mentoring role. 

Overall, for those who participated, I hope
you had a nice couple of hours mingling with
PASS student organisers you perhaps would
otherwise never have met, and equally,
enjoyed promoting something we all work so
hard to support and improve. I certainly
enjoyed meeting the people I worked with
and sponging ideas off them. It has put me
in good stead for the future and arranging
these kind of events – even if that did consist
of hours’ worth of glittering letters and
collecting marshmallows.

At the Student Support Fair

Todun, Khadhija, Tanjina and Nasira  

Kate and Lauren

It was an enjoyable experience because I
had the chance to talk to undergraduate
and postgraduate students and explain to
them how PASS works. Also, I saw how a
lot of students are eager to do volunteering
work as a mentor and share their
knowledge and support with first-year
students.

and Nabil agreed:

I thought it was useful because we
introduced the PASS scheme to
departments where PASS has not been
introduced yet or where PASS is not as
active as it should have been. Telling
students about the benefits of PASS and
how they can benefit from this scheme
was great experience in and of itself. I
really enjoyed meeting students from
different departments.

The slogan on the pull-up PASS stand
you can see in the pictures of fairs in
this newsletter (Help someone help
themselves) came from a definition of
mentoring provided by one of the new
mentors trained last year.  If you think
it was you, please let us know and you
can claim a PASS mug.  We have your
original, handwritten post-it note but
not your name.

Are you the
PASS mystery
slogan-writer?

More careers advice for PASS
mentors – date for diary
Careers advisers from QM Careers ran
sessions (developed by Sabrina
Wedderburn)  this year at PASS training on
using the Queen Mary Graduate Attributes
framework when reflecting on useful

experience, including PASS mentoring, to
include in CVs and applications.  There will
be a further session for PASS mentors to
expand this on 30 January.  Look out for
emails nearer the time as it will be ‘first
come, first served’.
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Advice and
Counselling
Service
helps PASS
It is always emphasised to new PASS
mentors that they are not counsellors;
nor does their training equip them to be
so.  However, they are helpful people
who may well encounter students in
PASS sessions or in the Queen Mary
community who need counselling or
welfare expertise or indeed recognise
this need in themselves.  In order to
give a core group more information and
insight on when and where to
recommend students to seek
professional help and guidance, a group
of student organisers and experienced
mentors from across the PASS teams
attended, on 11 September, a session
run by Terry Patterson, Senior
Counsellor in the Advice and
Counselling Service and developed by
Terry and Lizzy Pollard, Senior Welfare
Adviser.  It was very well received by the
mentors, who discussed real-life
scenarios and were, according to Terry,
a pleasure to work with.  This new
session enhances and reinforces very
usefully the main PASS training and we
hope it will become a regular addition.
Nasira Ahmed, a new mentor and
student organiser in SBCS, commented,
I feel much clearer on what to do if any
relevant issues come up with any
mentees.  I also feel sessions like these
are very useful, especially for new student
organisers.

Alumni news
New mentors may not know about the
PASS It On scheme, where former mentors
(including those whose news is given
below) offer advice to current mentors in
their subject, particularly about their own
experiences in applying for jobs or further
study.  For further information on this
scheme, ask your student organiser or
Debbie Andrews.

Chris Gungaloo (Electronic Engineering
mentor, 2006-09) writes:

Since graduating from QMUL I worked as 
a research assistant (at QMUL), a railway
engineer with Atkins and taught English for
a month at a primary school in Hong Kong.

I currently work at Accenture, a technology
consulting company with a global presence.
I have worked on a contract with mobile
telecommunications and am currently
working on an internal role. I have been
there for a year.

Everyday I put into practice the things I
taught my people in PASS, researching
work methods, giving presentations,
working with different team members
(some of whom are in India and the USA)
and taking ownership of a task.

I have cited PASS as an example of an
extra curricular activity in all of my job
interviews which has frequently been a
talking point on proving communication,
team building and teaching skills.

Kareem Khazem (Computer Science mentor
2010-12 and joint organiser 2011-12)
writes:

I am studying for an MSc at Imperial.  It is
very different from Queen Mary but I think I
will thrive here.  I miss the culture we had
in EECS, though, where everybody helps
each other out, and PASS played a big part
in that.  It's great that QM has PASS.

Brett Osler (Computer Science mentor
2010-12 and joint organiser 2011-12) is
now working for Credit Suisse.  He writes:

I enjoyed the summer off, my parents
visited for five weeks (and graduation) and
then I went to an Olympic event and loved
it!  I then went home to Canada for three
weeks, to visit some friends and scope out
some wedding venues for next year.

Boundary-setting for PASS mentors

At the time
of writing, 
I have
completed
three weeks
of training,
and
yesterday
was the first

day at my 'real' desk!  Not sure what it is
like yet, as it is such early days but all the
people (45 of us) in training are amazing.

My advice for current PASS mentors? Any
soft skill you can learn, or use, through
PASS is invaluable in 'the real world'! The
amount of training and group work we did
around soft skills was unbelievable. 

Shrenik Parekh (SEF mentor and student
organiser, 2010-11) writes:

I am now working for KPMG at their Canary
Wharf Office in London as a Risk Consultant
and it is everything I hoped it would be.

PASS gave me the opportunity to learn 
how to be a leader as well as meet a lot 
of unique and interesting people. I really
enjoyed piloting the PASS Scheme for SEF
and I hope it continues for a long, long
time.

Warren Valentine (History mentor 2010-12)
writes:

I will miss PASS and look back on the PASS
‘graduation ceremony’ with fond memories. 

He is now doing a PGCE in History at the
Institute of Education, University of London
and has a blog which may be of interest to
would-be teachers among current PASS
mentors:
http://urbanhistorypgce.blogpot.co.uk
Warren warns, though:

I am only too aware that there will not be 
time to keep it updated now teaching practice
has started (at a girls’ school in South East
London) and in a sense that could be a good
thing, though I will strive to pop back
occasionally for reflective purposes! 

Warren Valentine, when
he still had time to drink
a cup of tea…



Anyone reading this newsletter is likely
already to be involved in some way in PASS
at Queen Mary.  However, if there is anything
about which you would like to know more (or
if you would like to contribute to the next
edition of this newsletter), please contact:

Dr Debbie Andrews, Peer-mentoring and
Transition Coordinator (Widening
Participation Team, Directorate of Marketing
and Communications):
d.m.andrews@qmul.ac.uk  

Below is a list of the key PASS people in
schools and departments.  These are the
academic coordinators and the
undergraduate student organisers, each of
whom is a PASS mentor leading a team of
mentors.  

Biological and
Chemical Sciences
Student organisers
Nasira Ahmed
n.ahmed@se11.qmul.ac.uk

Saarah Ebrahim
s.ebrahim@se10.qmul.ac.uk

Jeyrroy Gabriel 
j.a.gabriel@se10.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Caroline Brennan
c.h.brennan@qmul.ac.uk

Computer Science
Student organisers
Marie Cruz
mdc30@eecs.qmul.ac.uk

Zygimantus Raugus
zr300@eecs.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Tassos Tombros
tassos@eecs.qmul.ac.uk

Dentistry
Student organisers
Nikki Georgiadou
n.georgiadou@smd10.qmul.ac.uk

Meenakshi Kumar
m.kumar@smd10.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Rob Whiley 
r.a.whiley@qmul.ac.uk

Economics and Finance
Student organiser
Henna Akram 
h.akram@hss10.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Guglielmo Volpe 
g.volpe@qmul.ac.uk

Electronic Engineering
Student organiser
Kavinda Edirisinghe
kpe30@eecs.qmul.ac.uk

Nabil Ishtiaq
ni300@eecs.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Tassos Tombros
tassos@eecs.qmul.ac.uk

Engineering and 
Materials Science 
Student organiser
Todun Akinremi 
ef09125@qmul.ac.uk

Juned Uddin
j.uddin@se11.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Hazel Screen
h.r.c.screen@qmul.ac.uk

English
Student organisers
Jesse Ashman
j.j.ashman@hss11.qmul.ac.uk

Lauren Blackburne-Tinker 
le10051@qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Rhiannon Moss 
r.s.moss@qmul.ac.uk

Geography
Student organiser
Rebekah Soen
r.soen@hss10.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Alastair Owens
a.j.owens@qmul.ac.uk

History
Student organisers
Darren Addai
d.addai@hss10.qmul.ac.uk

Chloe Capone
c.capone@hss10.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Matt Jacobsen
m.j.jacobsen@qmul.ac.uk

Languages, Linguistics
and Film
Student organiser
Kate Nevin 
k.nevin@hss10.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Kirsteen Anderson 
k.h.r.anderson@qmul.ac.uk

Mathematical Sciences
Student organisers
Tanjina Ali 
t.akhtarali@se10.qmul.ac.uk

Khadhija Khanom 
k.khanom@se10.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Juan Valiente-Kroon
j.a.valiente-kroon@qmul.ac.uk

Physics
Student organiser
Jonathan Cheyne 
j.cheyne@se10.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Jeanne Wilson-Hawke
j.r.wilson@qmul.ac.uk

Finding out more
PASSPeer Assisted Study Support


